Although acute electrocorticography (ECoG) 
Introduction
Intraoperative electroencephalographic recording with electrodes located on the surface of the cortex [acute electrocorticogram (ECoG) ] has been traditionally employed in the surgical treatment of partial epilepsies in order to identify the location and extent of epileptogenic brain tissue. Although recent advances in neuroimaging have increased (Cascino et al., 1995) , the identification of functional disturbances is still required for successful surgical treatment of epilepsy, and 80% of major epilepsy surgery centres still use ECoG (Engel and Ojemann, 1993) .
Since the initial work by Walker et al. (1947 ), Jasper (1949 , Green et al. (1951) and Penfield and Jasper (1954) , this technique rapidly gained acceptance, but its role in determining the surgical procedure remains unclear. Surprisingly little evidence has been published to establish the value of ECoG, which indeed has long been questioned (Falconer, 1958; Walker et al., 1960) . Criteria for interpreting the findings appear to have been regarded as self-evident, and have been neither clearly defined nor validated. Acute ECoG is rarely undertaken unless a decision in principle has already been made to perform a resection (or transection) and concerning its general location and extent, based on clinical features, neuroimaging and scalp or intracranial electrophysiological recordings. There is no general agreement on the role of ECoG for finalizing the surgical procedure. In some centres, temporal lobe resections are anatomically standardized (e.g. en bloc resection, amygdalohippocampectomy) and electrocorticographic recordings are systematically obtained but only occasionally taken into consideration for selecting or modifying the surgical procedure (Spencer, 1993) .
A primary objective of epilepsy surgery is to remove the 'epileptogenic zone', i.e. the region whose removal is necessary and sufficient to prevent the patient's seizures (Lüders and Awad, 1992) , and ECoG is intended to assist the achievement of this aim. Unfortunately, criteria for identifying the epileptogenic zone have not been established; it is generally assumed that the epileptogenic zone includes the region displaying interictal discharges (the 'irritative zone' in Lüder's terminology) together with the epileptogenic lesion, and the site of electrographic seizure onset if identified. In fact, very few ECoG findings have been shown to correlate with good seizure outcome in temporal lobe surgery. Specifically, removal of the entire ECoG-defined irritative zone and abolition of all spikes following resection are neither essential to, nor guarantors of good outcome (Falconer, 1958; Fenyes et al., 1961; Bengzon et al., 1968; Engel et al., 1975; So et al. 1989; Fiol et al., 1991; McBride et al., 1991; Jennum et al., 1993; Tuunainen et al., 1994; Cascino et al., 1995; Tran et al., 1995; Kanazawa et al., 1996) . According to McBride et al. (1991) , a low discharge rate in the preresection ECoG (Ͻ1 per 4 min) is associated with poor seizure outcome (possibly implying a failure to confirm that the area to be resected is significantly involved in epileptogenesis) and a reduction in the incidence of epileptiform activity Ͼ50% after resection is predictive of good seizure outcome (seizure free or less than three seizures per year). These observations do not, however, contribute materially to the conduct of the operation.
In most centres, intraoperative ECoG recordings are evaluated by visual inspection. It is usually assumed that regions showing the largest incidence and/or amplitude of spikes are within the epileptogenic zone and consequently such regions should, if possible, be resected. However, visual evaluation is complex in patients who show more than one pattern of independent interictal discharges or when discrepancies between regions with largest incidence and largest amplitude of spikes are found. Attempts have been made to quantify the incidence and amplitude of spikes in acute temporal lobe corticograms but these methods involve time-consuming retrospective manual analysis (Tsai et al., 1993a, b; Kanazawa et al., 1996) , and cannot be used to guide the surgical decision.
A better understanding of the pathophysiology of interictal discharges would be relevant to the evaluation of intraoperative ECoG records, and perhaps more generally, to the significance of interictal activity in the clinical assessment of epilepsy. Latency differences of the order of tens of milliseconds have been described between interictal spikes recorded in different regions, suggesting that discharges rapidly propagate to relatively distant cerebral structures (Alarcon et al., 1994; Emerson et al., 1995) . These findings emphasize that the pathophysiology of interictal discharges in partial epilepsy is more complex than previously thought, and the study of propagation patterns of discharges to assist interpretation of ECoG has been suggested elsewhere (Binnie et al., 1994) . Penfield and Jasper (1954) introduced the distinction between primary and propagated spikes, suggesting that primary spikes were sharper and associated with structural lesions and/or abnormal background activity. Various methods, including DC voltage recordings (Morell and Nelson, 1987) , have been used to identify the epileptogenic zone in the ECoG.
In the present work, it is hypothesized that regions where the earliest spikes are found (leading regions) are located in the epileptogenic zone, behaving as pacemakers, and that sites in which late secondary propagated activity occurs have less epileptogenic potential and do not need be excised. This paradigm could lead to a reduction in the extent of resections and presumably a significant reduction in post-surgical neurological, neuropsychological and psychiatric morbidity. Conversely, identification of leading regions outside the planned area of resection could allow their excision or subpial transection in order to improve post-surgical seizure control. We have introduced a new term, 'leading regions', here to avoid confusion with other terms which have already acquired specific connotations.
Latency differences between paroxysmal interictal events recorded at different sites are usually Ͻ100-200 ms, typically Ͻ50 ms, and consequently cannot be easily evaluated by visual inspection of the ECoG record. Present developments of microcomputers and digital electroencephalographic recordings allow on-line detection of short latency shifts between spikes at different recording sites. We have developed a method for automatic identification of interictal spikes in the ECoG, and for displaying the incidence of spikes at each recording site, the topography of regions showing maximal amplitude of spikes and the topography of leading regions. These measures have been retrospectively correlated with pathology and post-surgical seizure control. Preliminary results have been previously reported (Alarcon et al., 1996b, c) .
Methods

Selection for surgery
Forty-two consecutive patients (27 male and 15 female) who underwent resective temporal lobe surgery for medically intractable complex partial or secondarily generalized seizures were studied and selected on the basis of clinical history, interictal scalp EEGs, neuroimaging, and often video recordings in combination with simultaneous scalp ictal EEGs or intracranial interictal and ictal EEG recordings if required. Average age at the operation was 26 years (range 4-58 years). Temporal lobectomy was the preferred procedure if an intracarotid amytal test demonstrated adequate memory function when the side of prospective surgery was anaesthetized. Patients were selected for amygdalohippocampectomy if: (i) seizures began in the mesial temporal structures as demonstrated by foramen ovale or depth electrodes, and (ii) memory function was decreased when the side of prospective surgery was anaesthetized during amytal testing, or the patient had high verbal abilities regardless of results of amytal testing, because such patients are at greater risk for loss of verbal memory after temporal lobectomy (Ojemann and Dodrill, 1987) .
Intraoperative ECoG recordings
Operations were performed under light general anaesthesia with nitrous oxide and isoflurane (Hewitt and Cripps, 1984) . Up to five monopolar flexible silver electrodes were used for recording from the fusiform and parahippocampal gyri (subtemporal cortex), from the orbital cortex, and up to 16 saline wick electrodes (Penfield and Jasper, 1954) were placed over the exposed convexity, including lateral temporal neocortex and suprasylvian frontal and parietal cortices. In most patients, two preresection recordings were obtained, lasting 10-20 min each. If epileptiform activity was scanty, general anaesthesia was lightened. During the second half of both preresection records, activation with thiopentone sodium in a dose sufficient to induce burst supression (up to 350 mg) was carried out in all patients.
The first preresection record ('prehippocampal record') included recordings from the above mentioned orbital, subtemporal, lateral temporal and suprasylvian electrodes. In 35 patients, a second preresection record ('hippocampal record') was obtained with an additional five contact strip electrode placed on the ventricular surface of the hippocampus within the temporal horn (Polkey et al., 1989) .
Post-resection ECoG recordings were obtained for 5-10 min using at least 10 electrodes placed around the resected area. After temporal lobectomy, electrode sites usually included the posterior temporal region, the temporal lobe stump, the exposed insula, the orbital surface of the frontal lobe and several suprasylvian sites on the exposed parietal and frontal convexities. A multipolar electrode was inserted into the lateral ventricle to record from any remaining hippocampal tail. After amygdalohippocampectomy, electrodes were positioned as for the preresection recording, with the exception of intraventricular electrodes. Generally, post-resection corticograms were shorter than preresection records and did not include activation with thiopentone. Postresection records often showed few spikes and were not considered for the evaluation of the latency analysis reported in the present work.
Records were digitized by a GraphTech portable digital EEG machine at 166.66 Hz (6 ms between consecutive samples on each channel), and displayed and analysed with respect to a selective average reference from which electrodes most actively involved in epileptiform discharges were excluded.
Surgical technique
Anatomically standardized surgical procedures were used. Thirty-eight patients underwent a standard en bloc temporal lobectomy (Polkey, 1987) with equal numbers of left-and right-sided procedures. In essence, the anterior portions of the temporal lobe were excised, extending backwards 5.5 cm from the tip of the temporal lobe in the dominant hemisphere, sparing the posterior half of the superior temporal gyrus, and 6.5 cm backwards in the non-dominant hemisphere. Three patients underwent left amygdalohippocampectomy (Yasargil et al., 1985) . One patient underwent a lesionectomy of a vascular malformation in the left inferior temporal gyrus. At the time of the operation, the surgeon was not blind to visually assessed ECoG findings regarding amplitude, polarity and topography of spikes but did not know the results from the retrospective computer analysis presented here.
Automatic recognition of epileptiform discharges
Many methods have already been developed for spike recognition (Gotman and Gloor, 1976; Lopes da Silva et al., 1977; Lopes da Silva, 1978; Pfurtscheller and Fisher, 1978; Koffler and Gotman, 1985; Principe and Smith, 1985; Davey et al., 1989; Arle and Simon, 1990; Wang, 1991, 1992; Gabor and Seyal, 1992; Gotman, 1992; Webber et al., 1993 Webber et al., , 1994 . However, ECoG records show a number of unique features which make the use of most standard algorithms for spike recognition impractical. The presence of polymorphic spikes, the waveform, polarity and sharpness of which differ between patients and between channels of the same record, limits the use of running templates to detect specific waveforms. Moreover, the ongoing activity varies greatly between channels, reducing the capacity of some algorithms to discriminate epileptiform events from background activity. A method of spike recognition has been developed for the present study based on evaluation, channel by channel, of the deviation of certain parameters from the baseline. Although the analyses reported here were retrospective, the method can be, and is now being, applied on-line in the operating theatre to assist the surgeon tailor the resection.
Throughout the paper, the term 'spike' will be used to describe a sharp transient waveform recorded in any recording channel (including sharp waves according to the terminology of the IFSCN; Chatrian et al., 1974) . Spikes are described by their recording site, duration, latency of first and second peaks, amplitude, asymmetries in amplitude and steepness of decline with respect to the mid-zero crossing and greatest values of first and second derivatives (see below). Spikes may be recorded with short latency differences at different sites, suggesting that they correspond to an event which propagates neurophysiologically through neural pathways. Thus the term 'discharge' will be used to denominate a set of spikes recorded at different sites within a limited latency span. Discharges can be described by the channels involved (topographical or spatial distribution), the channels revealing leading activity and the different latencies in the channels involved (temporal distribution). The algorithm described below was applied to identify spikes, calculate their parameters, combine spikes into discharges and estimate their leading regions, and to determine spatial and temporal distributions. A spike was regarded as propagated if the latency of its first peak was delayed by two or more samples (ജ12 ms) with respect to the latency of the first peak at the leading region of the discharge under consideration.
A method has been developed, based on finding deviations from the baseline of different parameters. The algorithm scans the data only once and can be applied on-line when the method is used to guide surgery. In order to suppress DC components in the signal, values were estimated as measured data minus a moving average calculated according to the following formulae for each recording channel:
(the variables in these and the following equations are defined in the Appendix).
Each original sample (D i ) is then replaced by a calculated value (V i ) having the property that the set of all V i values is a function that oscillates around a zero mean so that zerocrossings can be identified and waves defined. A wave is defined as the signal included between two consecutive zerocrossings of similar slope sign, with a third intervening zerocrossing. A wave will therefore include three zero-crossings and two half-waves: one positive half-wave and one negative half-wave with one positive peak and one negative peak, respectively. As the algorithm scans the data, consecutive zero-crossings define the beginning of consecutive waves so that the second half-wave of one wave becomes the first half-wave of the following wave. Two slopes or flanks are also defined for each wave. The first flank includes the signal between the second peak of the previous wave and the first peak of the present wave. The second flank goes from the first to the second peaks of the present wave (Fig. 1 ). Several numerical parameters are then extracted for each wave:
(i) The maximum absolute value of the first derivative over the first flank. The first derivative for each sample is calculated as the difference between V i and V i-1 . Since sampling frequency is constant and spike factors are calculated as ratios (see below), dividing amplitude increments by time increments was considered unnecessary.
(ii) The maximum absolute value of the second derivative over the first half wave. The second derivative for each sample is calculated as the difference between the first derivative corresponding to V i and the first derivative corresponding to V i-1 . Again, dividing first derivative increments by time increments was unnecessary.
(iii) The latency of the first amplitude peak is calculated as the latency of the sample with maximal absolute value V i within the first half-wave. Latencies are measured as number of samples from the beginning of the record.
(iv) The latency of the second amplitude peak is calculated as the latency of the sample with maximal absolute value within the second half-wave. Latencies are measured as in (iii) (v) The signal amplitudes (V i ) at the first and second peaks with respect to the running baseline are also considered.
(vi) The height of the wave is the sum of the absolute values of the amplitudes at the first and the second peaks, i.e. peak-to-peak amplitude.
(vii) The duration is expressed as the number of samples included within the first and second half-waves.
(viii) The vertical asymmetry is the percentage of the height/duration ratio of the smaller half-wave with respect to the larger half-wave. Thus, zero corresponds to maximal asymmetry and 100 to complete symmetry.
(ix) The steepness of decline of the first half wave is calculated as the absolute value of the amplitude at the first peak divided by the number of samples between the first peak and the immediately following zero crossing plus one.
In order to decide whether a wave can be considered as a spike, a global spike factor is calculated for each wave taking into account the height, the peak of the first derivative, the peak of the second derivative and the horizontal asymmetry. For each of these parameters a moving average is calculated as with the raw data, but in this case we obtain one value for each parameter per wave according to the following formula which is applied to each recording channel:
The amount by which each parameter participates in the global spike factor is called 'partial spike factor' and is calculated as: Fig. 1 Detection algorithm. Examples of identified waves and flanks on which amplitudes, and first and second derivatives are measured; all four traces are from the same portion of the record. The algorithm runs through the data identifying zero crossings and peaks (a, b, c and d) with respect to the moving average described in formulae 1 and 2, in order to define half waves and flanks between zero crossings and peaks, respectively. Two sequential stages of the detection algorithm are depicted in A and B. The trace corresponds to a real digitized spike. Dots correspond to actual digitized samples. Thin horizontal bars represent the baseline. The thin trace outlines intervals of the record where the running algorithm is not calculating parameters at present. Top traces in A and B highlight the intervals of the record defined as waves and half-waves, whereas first and second flanks are highlighted in the bottom traces. In the top traces, thin highlighting outlines the first half-wave and the thick highlighting corresponds to the second half-wave. The thin and thick highlighting together make up a full wave. In the bottom traces, the thin highlight corresponds to the first flank (rising or falling) and the thick highlight outlines the second flank. Note that half-waves are defined between zero crossings, whereas flanks are defined between peaks, so that first and second flanks do not completely overlap with first and second half-waves. Amplitudes and second derivatives are measured in waves whereas first derivatives are measured in flanks. B depicts the waves and flanks identified as following those in A. Note that the second wave and flank in A, become the first wave and flank in B, respectively. For instance, the first flank in A (between peaks a and b) is not considered in B, whereas the second flank in A (between peaks b and c) becomes then first flank in B. Similarly, the second flank in B (between peaks c and d) has not yet been considered in A. Note that the first half-wave may be positive or negative and the second half-wave will have opposite polarity. Similarly, the first flank may be rising or falling and the second flank will have a slope of opposite sign.
This algorithm takes into consideration the specific properties of each channel so that values of partial spike factors greater than approximately twice the average will increase the global spike factor and smaller values will decrease the global spike factor. A relatively high value (300) is assigned to the first moving average for each parameter in order to prevent detecting the first waves as a probable spike in channels that start with zero amplitude, which would otherwise imply detecting all waves in the channel as probable spikes, since parameters from probable spikes are not incorporated into the moving average in order to prevent adaptation of the algorithm in the presence of repetitive spikes.
The global spike factor (GSF) for each wave is calculated as the sum of partial spike factors:
Waves with values of global spike factor above a certain threshold are classified as probable spikes. The threshold was determined empirically at 250, which gave a high sensitivity (few false negatives). Parameters obtained from a wave considered as a probable spike do not enter the running average, in order avoid adaptation of the algorithm in the presence of repetitive discharges. Parameters from all probable spikes are stored in a memory buffer until the latency difference between the last detected spike and the present one is longer than 800 ms. When this condition occurs, spikes stored in the buffer are scanned in order to identify spikes belonging to the same discharge. To achieve recordings. Coloured panels depict the incidence of spikes superimposed on a schematic brain and the leading regions of discharges during ECoG recordings. Numbers on the brain map represent recording channels. Circles centred at each recording channel represent spike incidence at each site. The radius of light blue circles is proportional to the square root of the number of spikes recorded at each site. The radius of the yellow circles is proportional to the square root of the number of times in which spikes showed largest amplitude at each site, as compared with other spikes recorded within the same discharge. The size of red circles is proportional to the square root of the number of spikes which were exclusively recorded at each site (isolated spikes). On the top-right corner a calibration circle is shown with an integer that indicates the number of spikes corresponding to the circle size. The dot raster shows propagation patterns. Each column of dots represents a discharge. Each row represents a recording channel (channel 1 at the top). Horizontal blue lines separate groups of five channels for easier reading. Channels involved during each discharge are shown by a yellow or black dot at the appropriate position. Black dots represent leading channels for each discharge. Discharges are ordered according to their leaders, discharges led by the most frequent leader (the main leader) on the left, so that chronological order during recording is partially disrupted; within each leader-defined group, the sequence is in chronological order, with the height of underlying vertical blue bars proportional to how late into the record the discharge above the line was recorded. In the bottom right corner, the number of discharges used to complete the analysis is shown. Bars join the main leading region with the rest of the recording sites, joining pairs of recording electrodes so that the bar width is non-linearly related to the number of times that a discharge involves both electrodes of the pair. Each bar joining two channels is divided into black, red and yellow sections. The width of the black section increases with the number of times that the recording channel with the lowest channel number is leading the other channel of the pair. The width of the red section shows the number of times that spikes are synchronous at both channels. The width of the yellow section is non-linearly related (exponential function of 80% of the naperian logarithm weighted by a skew factor that depends on the inclination of the bar) to the number of times that the recording channel with the lowest channel number is trailing the other channel. A calibration bar is displayed in right-top corner, with the number of discharges equivalent to each width and the corresponding channels involved printed underneath. In addition to such colour graphs, some discharges have been selected and displayed in the standard voltage versus time mode at the usual and expanded time scales (black and white traces). (A) Colour graph corresponding to the 'prehippocampal' record. Very few isolated spikes are seen. Most discharges involve the undersurface of the temporal lobe, inferior, mid and superior temporal gyri, with maximal amplitude mainly at channel 13 but also at 4 and 11. The dot raster shows that the undersurface is the main leading region, mainly channel 4 but also 3, followed by the tip of the inferior temporal gyrus (channel 6). A large proportion of discharges remain localized to the subtemporal regions but about one-third of discharges in which the subtemporal region is leading become widespread. (B) A 3-s excerpt of the same record displaying an interictal discharge with widespread distribution and largest amplitude at electrode 13. (C) The same discharge threefold expanded in time showing clear latency differences among spike peaks and that the undersurface is leading (electrodes 4 and 3). Note that leading spikes are not necessarily the spikes with largest amplitude. (D) During the insertion of hippocampal electrodes, the mid-temporal gyrus is the main leader (mainly channel 16, but also 15), followed by the hippocampus (channels 8 and 6). Note that when hippocampus is leading, discharges tend to be more widespread. (E) Voltage versus time display of two consecutive discharges, illustrating findings summarized in the colour panel D. In the initial focal discharge, affecting electrodes 11, 15 and 16, the spike at electrode 16 is clearly leading. The second discharge is more widespread and appears to be led by the hippocampus (electrodes 8 and 9) as shown in an expanded representation (F). Note that the subtemporal cortex is leading electrode 16 in F, so that in the absence of hippocampal recordings, the subtemporal cortex would appear to be leading. No epileptiform discharges were seen in the post-resection corticography after a standard temporal lobectomy.
Fig. 3
Patient with poor outcome and leading regions unresected in the superior temporal gyrus. (A) Before hippocampal recordings, the anterior aspect of the superior temporal gyrus (channel 13) shows the largest spikes and is the main leading region, together with the subtemporal cortex (channel 3), followed by its neighbouring electrode in the mid temporal gyrus (channel 9). (B) Burst of regular, apparently synchronized spikes. (C) When the trace is expanded in time and amplitude, after reordering channels according to spike latency (earliest spikes at the bottom), short latency differences picked up by computer analysis become evident. (D) During hippocampal recordings, the superior temporal gyrus remains the main leading region (electrodes 16 and 18), as also suggested by the voltage versus time representation in E and F. As at the time of the operation the surgeon was blind to this retrospective latency analysis, the patient underwent a left temporal lobectomy that included the inferior, mid temporal gyri and only the very anterior aspect of the superior temporal gyrus, sparing leading regions at channels 16 and 18 in D, as shown by the post-resection record (G).
this, all spikes in the buffer are chronologically ordered according to the latency of their first peak. All spikes taking place within 120 ms of the previous one are assigned to the same set of spikes (a discharge) and saved onto disk, the remaining spikes are moved to the top of the buffer and the process restarted until the buffer is cleared. Spike detection is then reassumed on the remaining raw data. For each recording session a file is created to contain the parameters described above for all waves considered as probable spikes and their grouping into probable discharges.
Visual confirmation of spikes detected by computer
After the above algorithm has scanned the data, waves selected as probable discharges are successively displayed on the computer screen and accepted or rejected as a definite epileptiform discharge by visual inspection. Probable discharges can be sequentially displayed in chronological order or ordered by the greatest value of spike factor of all channels that show the discharge. Ordering by greatest value of spike factor tends to show false positives due to artifacts first, followed by true positives and then false positives due to slow waves and small sharp waves last. This saves a considerable time during visual selection because once the range containing the true positives has been identified, most of the outlyers can be rejected, leaving only a few borderline cases requiring a decision.
Traces recorded over the orbital and frontoparietal cortex are difficult to analyse due to prominent beta activity that sometimes resembles a train of spikes. Whenever ambiguity exists, transients are scored as definite spikes if (i) they differ significantly from background activity because of their duration, morphology or amplitude and (ii) the event is seen with similar morphology consistently on more than two occasions throughout the record.
Analysis of selected spikes
Parameters from epileptiform discharges are then analysed by computer in order to calculate the total number of spikes recorded at each site, the number of times that a discharge has been recorded with maximal amplitude at each site, the number of times that a discharge has been recorded exclusively at each site (isolated spikes), and the estimation of leading regions through the analysis of latencies. In general, the first peak of each spike is used for the latency calculations. Only if the amplitude of the first half-wave of the spike is less than one-third of that of the second halfwave, the latency of the second peak is used for latency calculations, in order to prevent low amplitude deflections preceding the largest peak to be identified as the first peak. The following analysis of latencies is carried out considering the time relations of spikes recorded at different sites: (i) the site(s) which shows the shortest latency (leading site) with respect to the beginning of the record is obtained for each discharge; (ii) for each pair of recording sites, the number of times that spikes at each site are leading, synchronous or trailing those at the other site; (iii) the number of times that a dipolar distribution (peaks at the same latency and opposite polarity in the referential montage) is present between two recording sites. Results from the analysis described above are displayed in tabular and graphic form.
In the graphic display, electrode positions are entered and superimposed on an schematic map of the brain (Figs 2 and  3) . Using a type of display based on that introduced by Lopes da Silva et al. (1977) , concentric circles of different colours are drawn, centred on each electrode position, with diameters proportional to the square roots of the total number of spikes; such displays are used for the number of spikes of greatest amplitude and for the number of isolated spikes recorded at each site. Pairs of circles are joined by a bar with three coloured bands with widths related to the number of times that the channel of lower number is leading, synchronous or trailing the higher numbered channel of the pair. A raster diagram is also displayed; each column of dots represents a discharge and each row a recording channel. Spikes recorded at each channel are represented by a dot at the corresponding position of the channel-discharge array. Leading channels for each discharge are coloured in black (Figs 2 and 3) . In order to identify consistently leading regions, discharges are ordered by their leading channel; all discharges led by the main leader are located on the left of the raster chart, and discharges led by less common leaders are displayed towards the right ignoring overall chronological order, discharges led by the same leader appearing consecutively. Leading regions are defined as the brain regions underlying the channels which are leading in a significant number of discharges. More specifically, since the raster diagram described above represents discharges driven by the most frequent leading channels on the left, and by less frequent leaders towards the right, leading regions are defined as the brain regions underlying the three most frequent leading channels located on the left of the chart. If two channels appear to lead a similar number of discharges, up to four leading regions can be defined.
Identification of possible volume conduction
An issue to be considered when discharges are recorded at different sites is whether the electric fields are generated passively by a localized phenomenon situated relatively far from the recording electrodes (volume conduction) or by distinct but physiologically coupled generators situated close to each recording electrode. When neuronal conduction is fast, activation of widespread areas can occur within a few milliseconds, resembling a volume conducted field originated by a distant generator (Alarcon et al., 1994) . We have assumed that an event is compatible with passive volume conduction from a distant site if (i) the event is seen at more than two electrodes typically separated by ജ1 cm from each other, (ii) the event appears with the same waveform, although perhaps with opposite polarity, at all electrodes that record it, and (iii) peaks and deflections occur synchronously at all sites where the event is observed. If these three criteria were fulfilled, the event was designated as compatible with volume conduction from a distant generator, although such findings do not necessarily imply this interpretation, since rapid propagation of epileptiform discharges can occur via associative fibres (Biella et al., 1996) and propagation delays can be shorter than our time resolution (6 ms).
Comparison of visual and computer-assisted analyses
One of the authors carried out an independent visual analysis of the ECoGs of the 42 patients without knowledge of the results of the computer analysis in order to assess the agreement between visual and automatic spike detection. The results of the visual analysis form part of a larger series reported elsewhere (Binnie et al., 1997) . The three regions with the highest spike rate in each record were visually and automatically identified independently for each subject and corresponding data bases were made (dBASE IV) containing visually and automatically identified foci which were later compared in order to estimate the agreement between visual and computer analysis.
Surgical outcome
Surgical outcome (regarding seizure control) was coded according to the scale of Engel (1987) . Grades I and II were considered good outcome and include patients who were seizure free, had auras only or very occasional seizures (three or less per year) after surgery. Grades III and IV were considered as poor outcome and include patients with no significant improvement after surgery and patients with a significant improvement but still suffering from more than three seizures per year.
Results
Comparison of visual and computer-assisted analyses
The regions with the highest discharge rate identified by visual inspection were also identified by the computer in 39 of the 42 patients. The remaining three patients comprised two subjects with mainly generalized discharges on visual inspection but with a leading region identified by the computer and one subject with no discharges on either visual or computer analysis. In 18 patients visual inspection identified a secondary focus that was also identified by computer analysis in all 18 cases. Computer analysis identified an additional focus in three patients which subsequent, unblinded visual assessment confirmed was, in fact, present.
Surgical procedures and outcome
Thirty patients (71.4%) showed a favourable post-surgical outcome regarding seizure control (Grades I or II; Engel, 1987) . Twelve patients (28.6%) showed an unfavourable outcome (Grades III or IV). Among 38 patients where temporal lobectomy was carried out, 29 (76.3%) had a favourable, and nine (23.7%) an unfavourable outcome. Among three patients where an amygdalohippocampectomy was performed, one had a favourable outcome and two had an unfavourable outcome. The only patient who underwent lesionectomy had an unfavourable outcome.
Patterns of interictal discharges
Hippocampal strips were inserted in all but seven patients. In these seven, hippocampal recording was not attempted as it proved impossible to open the temporal horn without extensive manipulation of cerebral tissue likely to influence the electrophysiological findings. In two patients no epileptiform activity was seen in the 'prehippocampal' record. In one patient no epileptiform activity was detected in the 'hippocampal' record. In a further patient, no epileptiform activity was seen in any recording. Twenty two patients showed more than one pattern of epileptiform discharge in at least one of the pre-resection recordings. Four patients showed three distinct interictal patterns in at least one preresection recording. Patterns were considered different if the topography of the leading regions and/or propagation patterns were fundamentally different (one pattern could not be considered as a subset of the other). Among the patients with one interictal pattern of discharges, or no discharges, 14 showed a favourable outcome and six had unfavourable outcome. Among the patients with two or more discharge patterns, 16 enjoyed a favourable outcome and six showed an unfavourable outcome. Statistical analysis revealed no significant differences between number of discharge patterns on the ECoG and surgical outcome [χ 2 (1) ϭ 0.038, P Ͼ 0.1].
Volume conduction
Patterns compatible with volume conduction (see Methods) were rare, being observed in three patients between the hippocampus and the undersurface of the temporal lobe, and in one patient between the inferior temporal gyrus and subtemporal cortex. Table 1 shows the number of patients in which each region showed the greatest spike rate. Before insertion of hippocampal strips, the subtemporal cortex was the region where the greatest incidence of spikes was most often found, followed by the superior and mid temporal gyri. After the insertion of hippocampal electrodes, the hippocampus was the region which most often showed the highest spike rate, followed by the subtemporal cortex and the superior temporal gyrus. Although the small number of patients in some groups precludes formal statistical analysis, no clear differences in surgical outcome appear to be associated with a particular topography of the sites with highest incidence of spikes. Table 2 shows the number of patients in which each region most commonly showed spikes of greatest amplitude. Spikes of greatest amplitude were those that showed the greatest peak-to-peak amplitude in the first wave when compared with the amplitude of the same parameter in the other spikes of the same discharge. The number of times that each recording channel showed the greatest spike amplitude was considered for each record. Before insertion of hippocampal strips, the midtemporal gyrus, the subtemporal cortex and the superior temporal gyrus were the regions where spikes of greatest amplitude most often occurred. After the insertion of hippocampal electrodes, the hippocampus had spikes of greatest amplitude in the largest number of patients, followed by the superior and mid temporal gyri and by the subtemporal cortex. Again the small number of patients in some groups precludes formal statistical analysis, but no clear differences in surgical outcome appear to be associated with a particular topography of the sites with largest amplitude of spikes. Table 3 shows the number of patients in which each region behaves as a leader and regions to which discharges propagate as a function of the leading regions. 'Leading regions' are defined for each record as the regions where the earliest spike of a consistent discharge pattern appears (see Methods). Typically two or three, but sometimes up to four leading regions were found in each patient. The 'main leading region' is defined for each record as the region that showed leading spikes in the greatest number of discharges. When considering all patients in which hippocampal recordings were obtained, the main leading region was the hippocampus, followed by the subtemporal neocortex and the superior temporal gyrus. Approximately half of hippocampal and subtemporal discharges remained focal (restricted to the same gyrus or within the hippocampus). Numbers of patients in parentheses. Local ϭ discharge restricted to one temporal gyrus, to the hippocampus, to the subtemporal cortex or to one extratemporal lobe. Table 3A .
Sites of greatest spike rate
12 7 6 4 Superior temporal gyrus 10 8 6 4 Mid temporal gyrus 9 8 4 3 Inferior temporal gyrus 3 3 4 3 Suprasylvian frontal cortex 2 0 0 0 Orbital cortex 0 0 0 0 Suprasylvian parietal cortex 0 0 0 0 Occipital cortex 1 0 0 0 Generalized 2 1 1 1 Total 39 27 33 25
Sites of greatest spike amplitude
Topography of leading regions and discharge propagation
However, when discharges propagated to other regions, the most common propagation pattern was from hippocampus to subtemporal cortex and vice versa. In 14 patients, at least one leading region was associated with more widespread discharges compared with others in the same patient. These leaders with a greater potential to generate widespread propagated discharges were located in the hippocampus in six patients, in the subtemporal regions in nine patients, and in the inferior temporal gyrus in one patient. Table 4 shows the relationship between the topography of the main leading region in each patient and surgical outcome. No main leader location appears to be strongly associated with good outcome although there is a weak association between poor outcome and a main leader in the superior temporal gyrus in 'hippocampal' records.
Pathology, surgical outcome and leading regions
Mesial temporal sclerosis was found in 28 patients, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumour in four, scar tissue in four, cortical dysplasia in one, tumoral tissue in three, non-specific pathology in one and a vascular malformation in one patient. Table 5 shows the relation between pathology and surgical outcome, and the number of patients in which each region behaved as the main leader in the presence of different pathologies. Patients with mesial temporal sclerosis had more favourable outcome than patients with other pathologies. Among the 28 patients with mesial temporal sclerosis, 24 had favourable outcome (85.5%), whereas only six out of the 14 patients (42.9%) with other pathologies had favourable outcome [χ 2 (1) ϭ 8.4, P Ͻ 0.005; Fisher's exact test ϭ 0.009]. In patients with mesial temporal sclerosis, the hippocampus tends to be the main leading region, followed by the subtemporal cortex and by the superior temporal gyrus.
Congruence within records
In 'prehippocampal' records, the greatest incidence of spikes, greatest amplitude of spikes and the main leading region were at the same recording site in 26 patients out of 39 (67%). In the remaining 33%, inconsistencies existed between the topographies of the main leading region and the location of regions showing the largest amplitude or incidence of spikes. In four out of 39 records (10%) the highest incidence of spikes was seen at the main leading region which was not the region showing largest spikes. Two records (5%) showed spikes of largest amplitude at the main leading region which was different from the region of highest spike rate. In six patients (15%) the location of the largest spikes coincided with the region showing greatest incidence of spikes and was different from the main leading region. In one patient (2.5%) the topography of regions with largest incidence and amplitude, and main leader were all different. In 'hippocampal' records, regions with greatest incidence of spikes, greatest amplitude of spikes and the main leader were coincident in 22 patients out of 33 (67%). In the remaining 33%, inconsistencies existed between the topographies of the main leader and the location of regions showing the largest and most frequent spikes. In seven out of 33 records (21%) the highest incidence of spikes was seen at the main leading region which was different from the region showing the largest amplitude of spikes. No record showed spikes of largest amplitude at the main leading region and highest spike incidence elsewhere. In four patients (12%) the location of largest spikes coincided with the region showing the greatest incidence of spikes and this was not the main leading region.
Relationship between removal of leading regions and surgical outcome
The relationship between excision of leading regions as shown on the pre-resection corticograms and seizure control was analysed. Leading regions were considered as removed if their location (i.e. the location of the recording electrode for the leading channel) identified in the pre-resection records was excised, regardless of whether spikes persisted in the post-resection record in a nearby region which had not been excised. Similarly, leading regions were considered as remaining if their location identified in the pre-resection record was not excised.
Three patterns of findings appeared to be differently related to outcome: (i) removal of all leaders; (ii) a leader remaining only in the posterior part of the subtemporal cortex; and (iii) at least one leading region remaining elsewhere after resection, with or without a concomitant posterior subtemporal leader. Results are summarized in Table 6 . The complete contingency table in Table 6 suggests that there is a strong interaction between removal of leading regions and outcome. The study of subsets of this table specifically showed interesting associations between outcome and leader removal.
First, in patients with favourable outcome there is a weak but significant correlation between removal of all leading regions and complete seizure control (Grade I) and between leaving a posterior subtemporal leader and remaining with infrequent seizures (Grade II). In patients with favourable outcome, 80% (13/16) of those where all leading regions were excised became seizure free (Grade I), whereas only 33% (3/9) became seizure free if a leader remained in the posterior subtemporal cortex (Fisher's exact test, P ϭ 0.023). Thus, non-removal of a posterior subtemporal leader is an adverse pronosticator only to the extent that this is associated with Grade II rather than Grade I outcome.
Secondly, when comparing favourable against unfavourable outcomes there appears to be a strong correlation between removal of all leaders and good outcome. Sixteen out of 18 patients in which all leaders were removed enjoyed good outcome versus only 13 out of 23 patients in which a The strongest correlation in sub-contingency tables was found between persistence of main leaders other than posterior subtemporal and poor outcome (Table 7) . Twenty-five out of 29 patients with favourable outcome had all leading regions removed except possibly those located posteriorly on the undersurface of the temporal lobe. Ten out of 12 patients with poor outcome had at least one remaining leading region other than in the posterior subtemporal cortex [χ 2 (1) ϭ 18.25, P Ͻ 0.001; Fisher's exact test, P Ͻ 0.001]. These results are shown in Table 7 in which removal of leaders other than posterior subtemporal is related to outcome. Had residual One patient did not have spikes. Since non-resection of a posterior subtemporal leader was always associated with good outcome (Grades II and II), patients in which only a posterior subtemporal leader remained were considered together with patients where all leaders were removed. χ 2 (1) ϭ 18.25, P Ͻ 0.001. See Table 7B for interpretation of data.
leading regions been used to predict poor outcome, the method would constitute a predictive test with 83% sensitivity, 86.2% specificity, 16.6% false negative rate, 13.8% false positive rate, 71.4% positive predictive value and 92.6% negative predictive value (Griner et al., 1981) . One patient did not show discharges either before or after insertion of hippocampal electrodes and had a favourable outcome (Grade II).
Since pathology appears to affect surgical outcome, separate analyses were carried out for patients with and without mesial temporal sclerosis and are shown in Table 8 . All patients had standard lobectomy except the patient in group (b) who had amygdalohippocampectomy and one patient in group (a) who had lesionectomy. χ 2 (1) ϭ 4.67, pϽ0.05; Fisher's exact test ϭ 0.0489. See Table 8D for interpretation of data.
The relation between outcome and removal of leading regions remains essentially unaltered in both groups, suggesting that findings described in this section are not solely due to differences in pathology. The main difference between patients with and without mesial temporal sclerosis appears to be that, among the latter, removal of all leading regions is associated with a very high proportion of favourable outcome (20/20 in our series), whereas persistence of leading regions is only weakly associated with poor outcome (4/7). However, in patients without mesial temporal sclerosis, persistence of leading regions appears more strongly associated with poor outcome (6/7). Figures 2 and 3 show examples of analysis and ECoG records from patients with favourable and poor outcome, respectively.
Topography of remaining leading regions
A single leading region remained in 14 patients. Such a remaining leader was posterior subtemporal in nine patients who all enjoyed a favourable outcome. In one patient the remaining leading region was anterior subtemporal and outcome was poor. A leader remained in the posterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus in two patients, one with poor and one with favourable outcome. A frontal leader remained in two patients who suffered poor outcome.
More than one leading region remained in nine patients. Of these, three patients enjoyed good outcome; one patient had the remaining leaders located in the mid and superior temporal gyrus, another one in the superior temporal gyrus and subtemporal cortex, and in the third patient leaders were located in orbital and parietal extratemporal cortex. In this last patient extratemporal leaders were evident only in the 'prehippocampal' record and leaders appeared restricted to the hippocampus during the 'hippocampal' record. The remaining six patients had poor outcome and leading regions were located in the frontal cortex and inferior temporal gyrus in one patient, occipital and parietal cortex in one patient, posterior subtemporal and orbital cortex in one patient, frontal cortex and superior temporal gyrus in one patient, subtemporal and midtemporal gyrus in one patient, and in the posterior subtemporal, superior temporal and hippocampus in one patient.
In summary, in seven patients with remaining extratemporal leading regions, six had poor outcome and one had favourable outcome. The latter patient with good outcome did not show extratemporal leaders in the 'hippocampal' record, suggesting that apparent extratemporal leaders were in fact led by the hippocampus. In seven patients where only temporal leading regions remained after surgery, three had good outcome and four had poor outcome.
Discussion
Methodological considerations
An automatic method to detect spikes and display spike incidence, amplitude and temporal relationships among different recording sites has been developed. The method is based on splitting the record into waves (between two consecutive zero crossings with the same slope sign), calculating the height (amplitude), maximal value of the first and second derivatives, steepness of decline of the first half wave and detecting deviations from the baseline for a factor calculated from these parameters. The method is not highly innovative, employing principles similar to those underlying techniques described by, for instance, Frost (1985) and Gotman (1992) , but it is adapted to address specific problems for analysis of ECoGs. In essence, it is an approach that will first identify the waves present in the record and then select those which stand out from the background with regard to amplitude, sharpness or horizontal asymmetry. This technique is successful in identifying spikes of variable morphology and polarity against a background of on-going activity which may vary greatly between sites and patients (as in corticographic recordings) and can be applied to a record without prior knowledge of the spike waveform. If the threshold is set low, the method is successful in detecting most corticographic spikes at the expense of identifying a large number of artifacts which are removed by visual inspection on a second run through the data. Like similar techniques, if set up to achieve acceptable sensitivity it detects false positives, particularly from electrode artifacts, and visual verification of the detected waveforms is required. However, artifacts generally produce higher values, and false detections of ECoG events lower values, of 'global spike factor' than do true epileptiform phenomena. Consequently, when the candidate waveforms are presented in rank order of spike factor, the false positives cluster at each end of the distribution and can be rapidly eliminated. Typically, visual assessment of 100 candidate events took~5 min.
Validation of automatic spike recognition presents considerable methodological problems which other authors have addressed (for review, see Gotman, 1985) , not least because of the limited agreement between experienced observers. For the purposes of the present study, we have determined how well the algorithm, combined with visual rejection of artifacts, served the intended purpose of identifying the main foci detected by one independent experienced human rater without false detections. By this pragmatic criterion, the combination of automatic analysis plus visual rejection of artifacts could hardly have proved more reliable. When considering spike rate, all the most active foci and all secondary foci recognized on visual inspection were identified by computer analysis, although not necessarily in the same rank order. Discrepancies in the order of importance of identified foci are most probably due to the low but real proportion of false negatives during computer analysis and to the fact that visual inspection is only an approximate method of quantification. Computer analysis identified three additional foci which had not apparently been identified on visual inspection. This was due to the fact that adjacent regions showing a dipolar pattern (spikes of similar morphology and opposite polarity in referential montage) were classified as one focus on visual inspection and as two different foci by computer analysis.
In ECoG recordings, spikes corresponding to the same discharge recorded at different sites can show significant differences in waveform. This poses an important fundamental problem since the estimation of time delays among waves showing different complex morphologies may be meaningless. We have assumed that spikes recorded at different sites reflect paroxysmal synchronous activation of the underlying neuronal population. Thus the first peak of a spike that statistically differs from the background will reflect the onset of synchronous neuronal activation, regardless of the waveform. Consequently, latency analysis of the first peak for spikes belonging to a discharge would yield the topography of neuronal populations activated earliest in the discharge, revealing potential epileptogenic pacemakers.
To facilitate the use of the method prospectively in theatre, the amount of time employed in rejecting false detections by visual inspection (currently~5 min) should be decreased, and further work is now being undertaken to reduce the proportion of false detections without decreasing the yield of true spikes.
Neurophysiological implications
Interictal discharges recorded on the surface of the brain show complex topography with regard to the features under study: the incidence and amplitude of spikes, and the sites showing leading peaks. As previously described by Alarcon et al. (1994) , the finding of delays between spikes recorded at distant sites and bizarre spatial distributions of fields suggests the presence of widespread propagation of neuronal activity along neural pathways during interictal discharges, rather than the passive spread of electric fields by volume conduction from a distant localized source. Since the strength of electric fields due to neuronal generators is relatively low, it is assumed that spikes recorded Ͼ1-2 cm apart are due to neuronal propagation (Alarcon et al., 1994) . If neuronal propagation results in distinct spatiotemporal electrocorticographic patterns, clinical interpretation of ECoGs should focus on discharge initiation and propagation, rather than the topography of incidence and amplitude of spikes. The concept of a 'spike' as a waveform recorded at a specific site becomes replaced by the more holistic concept of a 'discharge' which includes one or more initiation sites and a pattern of secondary propagated activity through neural pathways.
After insertion of hippocampal electrodes, the regions showing the highest incidence of spikes, spikes of largest amplitude and the main leading region coincide in 67% of records. In the remaining 33%, inconsistencies exist between the topographies of the main leader and the location of regions showing the largest and most frequent spikes. In 21% of records (7/33) the highest incidence of spikes was seen at the main leading region which was different from the region with largest spikes. No record showed spikes of largest amplitude at a main leading region which was not also the region of highest spike rate. These findings indicate that leading regions from which discharges may originally arise, tend to show the highest spike rate but may not show the largest spikes, suggesting that a significant degree of neuronal recruitment takes place as discharges propagate, resulting in larger, delayed and less synchronized spikes in sites outside the pacemaker zone. This explains why sharper and smaller spikes are found nearer to the primary epileptogenic regions (McBride et al., 1991) and larger amplitude, blunter spikes can be seen in secondary regions to which discharges propagate (Alarcon et al., 1994) .
In addition to the complexities already described with regard to individual discharges, most patients show more than one independent discharge pattern with distinct topographies regarding spike incidence, amplitude, sites with leading spikes and propagation patterns. The occurrence of multiple ECoG patterns with respect to amplitude and incidence of spikes has been described repeatedly (Engel et al., 1975; Graf et al., 1984; McBride et al., 1991; Stefan et al., 1991; Tsai et al., 1993a) . Furthermore, we have found that most patients show more than one leading region with distinct associated propagation patterns. The hippocampus, the subtemporal neocortex and the superior temporal gyrus are the most common main leaders (Table 4) . Not only was the hippocampus the site of greatest spike rate and amplitude; it was also the main leading region in the largest proportion of patients (in over a third), which further emphasizes its role in human temporal lobe epilepsy. In addition, the subtemporal cortex and the superior temporal gyrus were also main leading regions and sites of maximal spike rate and amplitude in a significant number of patients, suggesting that these structures might also have an important role in epileptogenesis. The finding that propagation patterns for a given discharge tended to depend on the topography of the leading region suggests that propagation follows established neural pathways related to the leading region (Alarcon et al., 1996b) . In particular, the most frequent propagation pattern is from the hippocampus to the subtemporal cortex or vice versa, which suggests the existence of strong anatomical and functional interactions between these two structures. In fact, anatomical connections between hippocampus and subtemporal cortex have been observed in the rat, projecting from the subtemporal cortex to CA3 and from CA1 to the subtemporal cortex (entorhinal area in the rat). In higher mammals, significant anatomical connections have also been described between the hippocampus and the entorhinal (Brodmann area 28) and perirhinal (Brodmann areas 35 and 36) cortices which approximately correspond to the parahippocampal gyrus and gyrus fusiformis in man (for review, see Amaral et al., 1990; Lopes da Silva et al., 1990) . Strong amygdaloid projections to the subtemporal cortex have also been described in Macaca fascicularis (Amaral and Price, 1984) . Since our subtemporal electrodes record from the gyrus fusiformis and from the inferolateral aspect of the parahippocampal gyrus, such connections between mesial temporal and subtemporal structures may correspond to the anatomical pathways underlying the functional coupling described above in our corticographic records and these findings give some support to the amplifier function between the hippocampus and the subtemporal cortex described by Wieser et al. (1986a Wieser et al. ( , b, 1993 . Indeed, functional interactions between the hippocampus and the subtemporal cortex are probably relevant to the normal physiology of the temporal lobe. This may explain the lack of significant memory deficits after unilateral amygdalohippocampectomy despite the important role of the hippocampus and amygdala in short-term memory suggested by animal experiments and human neuropsychology (for reviews, see Squire, 1986 Squire, , 1992 Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991) , since memory functions could be taken over by the remaining subtemporal and entorhinal cortex after amygdalohippocampectomy.
Several different leading regions may be present in any one patient, often located at widely separated sites. The topography of leading regions appears to be more widespread than that of pathological abnormalities. For instance, only 10 out of the 23 patients with mesial temporal sclerosis and discharges in hippocampal recordings had the main leading region in the hippocampus (Table 5 ). The remaining 13 had the main leader in the lateral or subtemporal neocortices despite showing pathological findings restricted to the mesial temporal cortex with standard histopathological techniques. These findings suggest that either the epileptogenic zone is larger than initially thought or that discharges originate from a complex functional interaction between relatively normal distant regions which are abnormally coupled. This further confirms the long-standing view that partial epilepsy is a disorder in which a local structural abnormality may be responsible for a relatively widespread dysfunction (Penfield and Jasper, 1954; Lieb et al., 1981; Rougier, 1990) . Normal brain regions may be functionally coupled through relatively complex inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms in such a way that structural damage to a discrete region can result in major functional uncoupling between essentially healthy regions located relatively far from the original structural focal damage. In principle, such abnormal interactions between relatively normal regions could give rise to interictal discharges. In fact, epileptiform activity can arise from regions of the epileptic brain that do not appear to be directly involved in generating seizures. For instance, patients with unilateral partial epilepsy nearly always show independent bilateral interictal spikes in preoperative EEGs, particularly if intracranially recorded (Jasper et al., 1951; Kennedy et al., 1958; Bloom et al., 1960; Falconer and Serafetinides, 1963; Bengzon et al., 1968; Engel et al., 1975 Engel et al., , 1981 So et al., 1989; Alarcon et al., 1994) and patients assessed for hemispherectomy, with extensive structural damage in one hemisphere, often show epileptiform discharges mainly over the more healthy hemisphere (Tinuper et al., 1988) .
Correlations with surgical outcome
In agreement with results reported by other authors (Engel et al., 1975; McBride et al., 1991; Cascino et al., 1995) , the present study has not shown a significant association between seizure outcome and the location of regions with maximal spike incidence or amplitude. The same applies to the location of the main leading region within each patient. There is, however, a very significant association between failure to resect leading regions and surgical outcome with regard to seizure control. Table 7 shows the association between surgical outcome and removal of all leading regions (other than posterior subtemporal). Among the patients with good outcome, 86.2% had all leading regions excised with the exception of the posterior portion of the undersurface of the temporal lobe (subtemporal cortex) and 13.8% did not. Among the patients with poor outcome, 83.3% had at least one leading region unexcised and only 16.7% had all leading regions excised. Assuming that the sample of patients studied is representative of a more general patient population, the sensitivity and specificity of this methodology to predict outcome can be estimated (Griner et al., 1981) , as shown in Tables 7 and 8 . The values obtained for sensitivity and specificity are within the same range as, or higher than, those of other diagnostic tests routinely used in clinical practice, such as those of mammography in the diagnosis of breast cancer or of a chest X-ray in the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (Griner et al., 1981) . If our assumptions are correct, these results suggest that had we been able to inactivate the remaining leading regions (for instance by further localized resections or combined subpial transections), the proportion of good surgical outcome could have increased from 29/41 (71%) to 39/41 (95%) or, more dramatically, the failure rate reduced from 29% to 5%. Results do not change substantially when patients with mesial temporal sclerosis, who show better outcome (Table 5) , are analysed separately from patients with other pathologies (Table 8 ), suggesting that differences in pathology per se are unlikely to be responsible for the association found between surgical outcome and removal of leading regions. Nevertheless, the usefulness of these findings in the practice of epilepsy surgery will depend on the capacity to treat identified leading regions. The use of extensive resections aimed to remove all leading regions is limited by the risk of inducing functional deficits. However, subpial transections can, in principle, be carried out in all remaining leading regions except those in the subtemporal cortex which may not, in any case, confer poor outcome if leaders are located posteriorly (Table 6 and Discussion below).
In addition, there appears to be an association between the topography of unresected leading regions and the degree of seizure control. For instance, leaving a leading region in the posterior portion of the subtemporal cortex appears to be associated with Engel's Grade II (very occasional seizures) which we have included as favourable outcome. This is hardly surprising, since the posterior parahippocampal gyrus seems to show poor functional connections with ipsilateral hippocampus and amygdala as established by evoked neuronal responses induced by brain electrical stimulation in patients being assessed for surgery with intracerebral electrodes (Wilson et al., 1990) . Regions such as the posterior subtemporal neocortex which show low epileptogenic potential, although frequently leading interictal spikes, may not require further surgical action (Table 6 ). The potential gain in improved outcome may be expected to be higher in extratemporal surgery, where procedures are less standardized and propagation does not depend so much on complex reverberant circuitry as those described among temporal structures. A further study of extratemporal procedures is now being undertaken.
The small group of patients with poor outcome and no residual leading regions (2/41 or 5%) could be explained by the existence of leading regions which were not identified, perhaps located at a site not covered by the electrodes in use.
Since leading regions tend to coincide with regions of maximum amplitude and incidence of spikes in nearly 70% of records, it is not surprising that this appears to be the approximate percentage of patients with good outcome in centres that mainly rely on tailored resections based on incidence and amplitude of spikes or on standard resections that tend to remove sites where most prominent spiking is seen in the largest proportion of patients.
Previous reports suggesting similar post-surgical outcome for amygdalohyppocampectomy and standard temporal lobectomy (Polkey, 1993) may seem surprising, as few patients showed all leading regions confined to mesial temporal structures and most extrahippocampal leaders would remain after amygdalohypocamectomy. Although the overall outcome for seizure control appears to be similar for both procedures, selection criteria differ. In most centres, patients selected for amygdalohippocampectomy tend to fulfill stricter criteria to demonstrate seizure onset restricted to mesial temporal structures. In fact, in the series by Wieser (1991) only 11% of patients subjected to amygdalohppocampectomy without strong evidence of seizure onset in mesial temporal regions (palliative amygadalohippocampectomy) had favourable outcome versus 93% of patients who underwent amygdalohippocampectomy with evidence of seizure onset in mesial temporal structures (causal amygdalohippocampectomy), suggesting that surgical outcome after amygdalohippocampectomy is poorer than after standard temporal lobectomy in patients with temporal lobe seizures not arising from mesial temporal structures. In our centre, the majority of patients selected for amygdalohippocampectomy will show mesial temporal sclerosis and Table 5 shows that, when the hippocampus is not considered ('prehippocampal' records) , the subtemporal cortex is the main leading region in these patients. Since persistence of leading regions restricted to the posterior subtemporal cortex is associated with favourable outcome (Table 6) , it is not surprising that a large proportion of patients selected for amygdalohippocampectomy will show favourable outcome after this procedure. Indeed Table 8 shows that the association between poor outcome and persistence of leading regions is weaker in patients with mesial temporal sclerosis than in patients with other pathologies. However, the two patients of our series who underwent amygdalohippocampectomy in the context of mesial temporal sclerosis happened to have persisting leading regions other than posterior subtemporal and suffered poor outcome, suggesting that the association between leader removal and outcome also holds for patients subjected to amygdalohippocampectomy.
Relation to ictal events
The finding of a significant correlation between removal of leading regions identified on interictal ECoG and postsurgical seizure control suggests that there is a definite relationship between interictal and ictal activities. Such a relationship is probably complex and has been discussed elsewhere in some detail (Alarcon, 1996) . Leading regions appear to be multiple within patients and associated with varying degrees of epileptogenic potential. As mentioned above, leaving leading regions in the posterior aspect of the subtemporal neocortex after surgery is compatible with good post-surgical seizure control although worse than when no leading regions remain (Table 6 ). Conversely, epileptogenicity appears to be significantly higher for leaders located in regions other than posterior subtemporal, since 71.4% of patients with unresected leading regions elsewhere showed poor outcome (Table 7) . The presence of leading regions associated with differing degrees of epileptogenicity indicates that a distinction should be made between interictal discharges arising from regions from which seizures originate and those arising from regions that do not readily give rise to seizures. It has previously been noted that interictal spikes can arise from sites from which no seizures originate (Alarcon et al., 1994) . In seven patients where a single ictal onset zone was identified with intracerebral or foramen ovale electrodes, interictal spikes were consistently observed at the ictal onset zone but independent interictal spikes were also observed deep in the contralateral hemisphere in all patients. There appeared to be a higher tendency for interictal discharges at the ictal onset zone to spread to the ipsilateral neocortex, perhaps suggesting that epileptogenic potential is associated with the capacity to originate propagated interictal discharges rather than with the ability to generate localized spikes. These findings suggest that the presence in the ECoG of isolated spikes might have a lesser effect on surgical outcome, since these spikes do not appear to propagate. Nevertheless, the existence of propagated discharges arising from regions which do not trigger seizures is suggested by the finding that four out of 29 patients with good outcome (13.8%) had unexcised leading regions. It remains to be determined whether favourable seizure outcome in these patients was due to disruption of propagation pathways, or to discharges arising from an undetected pacemaker in the resected tissue, or indeed to the existence of leading regions that do not trigger seizures.
In any case, the existence of multiple, apparently independent, potentially epileptogenic leading regions in interictal records of patients with partial epilepsy may be surprising but appears in keeping with findings from ictal recordings. In fact, the suggestion that in human partial epilepsy there might be multiple ictal onset zones, some of them latent, has already been predicted in the light of the relation between surgical outcome and subtle widespread electrical changes at seizure onset recorded by intracranial electrodes (Alarcon et al., 1995) . Distinct factors responsible for the generation of interictal or ictal activity are as yet unknown, but widespread metabolic or biochemical events may be involved (Alarcon, 1996) .
Relevance to the physiology and classification of the epilepsies
The results presented in this study suggest once again that the physiology and biophysics involved in the generation of interictal discharges are more complex than is commonly recognized. Twenty-two patients (52.4%) showed more than one ECoG discharge pattern, regarding the distribution of spike amplitude and incidence. Most distinct discharge patterns were associated with specific leading regions and propagation patterns. As shown in Table 4 , a high proportion of leading regions was located relatively far from the structural lesion. For instance a high proportion of leading regions in patients with mesial temporal sclerosis was located in the undersurface of the temporal lobe and in the superior temporal gyrus. Similar findings have also been observed by modern imaging techniques and neuropsychology. For instance, the area of hypometabolism recorded by interictal PET is often significantly more widespread than the structural lesion (Engel et al., 1982; Theodore et al., 1986; Swartz et al., 1992) , commonly involving the subtemporal cortex (Sadzot et al., 1996) . It is difficult to explain these findings in physiological terms. Epileptogenesis in mesial temporal sclerosis could be due to destruction of hippocampal inhibitory GABA interneurons. Their axons are, however, too short to explain such remote effects. It appears that localized structural abnormalities are associated with much more widespread functional disturbances, perhaps suggesting the existence of profound chaotic dynamics within the brain. In fact, chaotic behaviour has been shown at seizure onset in kindled rats and in humans with intracranial electrodes (Pijn et al., 1991;  for review, see Alarcon et al., 1996a) . In any case, it seems that once distant functional disturbances give way to interictal discharges, these propagate independently and rapidly to relatively distant regions. Propagation can be so fast that, in many cases, it can be undetected on visual inspection of records at the standard time scale or if a low sampling frequency is used for computer analysis. In fact, very fast conduction velocities are present in the central nervous system. Central motor conduction time (from motor cortex to cervical spinal cord) after transcortical magnetic stimulation is in the order of 6-8 ms, which is below the time resolution for most present digital EEG machines; thus propagated activity could appear synchronous on visual inspection. Our findings suggest that temporal lobe epilepsy is, in fact, multifocal and that the epileptogenic zone is multicentric or widespread although mainly restricted to one lobe.
